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ABSTRACT
The complexity and multiscale nature of material microstructures introduces sig-
nificant intricacies to many mechanics problems for which we do not have a full
theoretical understanding. Under loading, these microstructures can introduce sig-
nificant nonlinearities that cannot be described sufficiently by current theories and
models. This leads us to consider experiments we could perform to improve our
understanding of such effects. This thesis describes the design of experiments
exploring two aspects of material microstructure effects: (i) crack propagation and
renucleation in soft brittle polymers and (ii) interparticle forces in granularmaterials.
First, experimental and analysis methods are developed to study fracture mechanics
in soft brittle polymers with the goal of developing a more detailed understanding of
the effects of microstructural heterogeneities on crack propagation and renucleation
in three-dimensions. To better understand these processes, experiments on crack
propagation in thin soft polymers using confocal microscopy images are conducted.
Traditional metrics associated with crack propagation including stress intensity fac-
tor (SIF, K) and energy release rate (ERR, G) are calculated by direct measurement
of the crack tip opening displacement (CTOD, δt) on the sub-millimeter scale. Er-
rors in these calculations are comparable to those reported in the literature for more
traditional fracture experiment geometries. Fluorescent speckle images are cap-
tured using confocal microscopy imaging, a fast and low cost 3D optical imaging
technique, to study crack geometry during propagation. Images of renucleation
events are also captured allowing investigation of factors contributing to slow crack
roughening observed by earlier researchers. The goal of this study is to provide
an experimental method to enhance understanding of crack interactions with mi-
crostructural heterogeneities and of renucleation events, which can significantly
improve our ability to design material toughness.
To begin to understand the effects of engineered microstructural heterogeneities
such as inclusions in materials, we must be able to produce such engineered systems
and understand the interparticle interactions. To this end, a method to manufacture
volumetrically speckled spheres in-house with controlled diameters was developed.
Additionally, an experimental method combining confocal microscopy with digital
volume correlation (DVC) was also used to study interparticle force transmission
in 3D. Analysis of an in-plane 2D projection of volumetric surface data shows
that three-dimensional effects play a significant role in the deformation of granular
vii
assemblies. Study of a single grain in 3D demonstrates progress in experimental
capabilities and highlights the need for more studies to validate existing numerical
models and theories for granular matter. Analysis of particle scale deformations
and strains with the Granular Element Method (GEM) allows us to determine inter-
particle forces and understand the development and evolution of force chains in a
granular assembly under a wide variety of loading conditions. These experiments
can also lead to development of new understanding of the effects of inclusions on
material properties, processes, and damage evolution.
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NOMENCLATURE
Abbreviations
µCT Micro-computed tomography
AFM Atomic force microscopy
CTOD Crack tip opening displacement, δt
DEM Discrete element method
DIC Digital image correlation
DVC Digital volume correlation
GEM Granular element method
PMT Photomultiplier tube
ROI Region of interest
SEM Scanning electron microscopy
SIF Stress intensity factor, K
XRD X-ray diffraction
Symbols
δ Crack opening profile
δΩ Derivative of the volume, the surface, used for integration
δt Crack tip opening displacement
 1D strain
γ Surface energy
µ Bulk modulus
∇· Divergence, dot product of the gradient operator with a vector field
∇ Gradient operator
ν Poisson’s ratio
Ω The volume, used for integration
ρ Mass density
xv
 Stain tensor
σ Stress tensor
a Acceleration vector
b Body force vector
n Normal vector
u Displacement vector
A Area
a Crack length
d Spatial dimension
E Young’s modulus
G Energy release rate
Gc Critical energy release rate
J Rice’s J-integral, see J. R. Rice, J. Appl. Mech, 35(2):379–386, 1968.
K Stress intensity factor
Kc Critical stress intensity factor
r Radius, in polar coordinates the distance from the origin
rt The distance from the crack tip to the point where crack tip opening displace-
ment is measured
rNL Estimate of the size of the nonlinear region
S Surface area
U Potential energy
V Volume
Terminology
Confocal Common focus, often refers to confocal microscopy which uses pinholes
and objective lenses to capture light from a single point in volumetric space
Fractography The study of fracture surfaces using images to identify key charac-
teristics of the fracture event
Pixel 2D image unit representing a measure of illumination for a single point in a
2D plane
Voxel A 3D or volumetric pixel representing a measure of illumination for a single
point in 3D space
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INTRODUCTION
The goal of the work described in this dissertation is first and foremost to advance
understanding of the mechanics of materials beyond continuum models and toward
improving deformation and damage models and predictions. This is achieved by
employing three-dimensional (3D) quantitative visualization techniques such as
digital image and digital volume correlation (DIC, DVC) to characterize the full-
field displacements. By moving away from thinking of materials as a continuum
and toward thinking of them as a discontinuous material system, we can broaden the
scope of both material models and damage models while learning more about the
complexity of mechanical processes that impact the behavior of the material system.
1.1 Motivation
If we think about a traditional engineering material such as metal, we can think
about the grain structure and how the crystal structure of each grain affects the
stiffness and toughness of a component manufactured from that metal. Typically,
we, as engineers, are happy to know that models and design parameters predict that
our component will not fail under some load limit. But we also desire to know what
will happen if that load limit is exceeded. When and where will the component fail?
The scientist in us now begins to ask how will it fail?
The deformation, fracture, and damage mechanics models we use today are largely
based on these traditional engineering materials like metals where we can look at
simple crystal structures and identify the associated slip and cleavage planes, and
based on the crystal orientation in each grain we can tell which slip plane will
be activated or along which cleavage planes the material will fail [1–4]. We can
then quantify the accumulation of damage in the material. When we think about
plasticity, even in metals, the damage process becomes significantly more complex
[5, 6]. Additionally, there are many engineering materials in use today that are not
metals and that do not have these crystal structures. Wood, masonry, and concrete
are used extensively in the building industry. Fiber reinforced polymers (FRP) and
ceramics (FRC) are used throughout the automotive and aerospace industries, and
we are starting to see soft polymers come into use as load bearing materials in
the biomedical field [7–10]. While we can think about some of these materials as
2having grain-like structures, or even having components with grain structures similar
to what is seen in metals, the grains do not have the same interface properties as the
grains in metals. Wood has a complex directional cellular structure where cells have
layeredwalls and eachwall is composed of a network of cellulose fibrils in a cellulose
and lignin matrix [11]. Concrete has a cementitious matrix around sand and gravel
particles that each have their own underlying granular structure [12]. Similarly FRP
and FRC have a polymer or ceramic matrix respectively around fibrous inclusions
that may be randomly dispersed or ordered in a woven mat [13]. Taking a polymer
alone, there is a great deal of complexity in the chain entanglements or cross-linked
network structure that significantly alters how we think about damage processes
[14].
The complexity of the materials described above goes beyond the material system.
Much of the research conducted on these materials measures global or continuum
level behavior. In order to understand local behavior, full-field methods such as
image correlation are employed but are often limited to the outer surface of the
material [15]. Probing the full complexity of the three-dimensional nature of these
material systems is typically a challenging and costly endeavor involving diffraction
and tomography methods [10, 16–23].
This thesis presents experimental methods and work on fracture and granular me-
chanics problems using model materials or systems. Material properties, param-
eters, and mechanics quantities are measured from optical images and used to
demonstrate the capabilities of these experimental methods as well as to improve
our understanding of material deformation and damage processes.
1.2 Discontinuous Materials
Rather than thinking about the global behavior of a material or component, we want
to understand how the microstructure of the material affects its local behavior and
properties. Throughout this thesis polymers are used as model materials to study
brittle fracture and granular mechanics. The structure and fracture behavior of the
polymer itself is also of interest beyond its use as a model brittle material.
Polymers
Polymers are chains of many monomers chemically bonded to each other. If the
chains are relatively short as in Fig. 1.1(b), the polymer behaves as a viscous liquid.
Once the chains reach a critical length they begin to entangle as demonstrated in Fig.
1.1(c) and the polymer transitions to behaving more like a solid [14]. Crosslinking
3can be used to form a network polymer where the chains are not only entangled,
but are also chemically bonded to each other, typically resulting in a stiffer more
elastic solid material [24–29]. Some of these crosslinked network polymers are
hydrophilic and absorb water into the pores formed between the chains. Fig. 1.1(d)
demonstrates the polymerization of poly(acrylamide-bis-acrylamide) copolymer,
the network hydrogel used in this thesis and (f) shows a diagram of how the network
swells when it absorbs water [30–34].
As polymers deform under loading their chains move and reorient. In the case of
an entangled chain polymer, the individual chains can move relative to each other.
Longer chains are typically more entangled which limits this motion [14]. If the
polymer is networked, the chains have fixed bonds to other chains or to themselves,
directly limiting relative motion of the chains at these crosslink sites [33].
Damaged and fractured materials
Many polymers, including polyacrylamide, have very brittle fracture behavior. This
means they possess low fracture toughness and energy, and fractography shows
smooth fracture surfaces without indicators of plasticity such as voids or large
permanent deformations. Traditional fracture theories predict that these polymers
will exhibit fracture behavior and properties similar to other very brittle materials
like ceramics and glasses [34, 35].
Unlike these very stiff brittle materials, hydrogels are very compliant with stiffnesses
several orders ofmagnitude lower than those of ceramics, glasses, and even structural
polymers such as PMMA. This means that the deformations at failure in gels are
expected to be several orders of magnitude larger, and thus more easily measurable,
than in the stiffer materials [35]. When a crack propagates in a sheet of glass, the
crack opening before propagation is on the order of nanometers [36]. Scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) is one of the few methods by which such small features
can be measured. Conducting fracture tests on glasses in-situ in an SEM presents
many challenges that limit further study of brittle fracture [37]. However, in a
typical soft gel, the crack opening at propagation is in the tens to hundreds of
micrometers or larger [7, 38]. At this scale, the crack is measurable via numerous
optical techniques. This allows for a wide array of experimental configurations to
advance understanding of brittle fracture processes using a polymer gel as a model
brittle material.
Continuum level models of fracture typically account for damage via a single pa-
4Figure 1.1: Polyacrylamide systems: (a) Free-radical chain polymerization of the
acrylamide monomer to form polyacrylamide. Diagrams demonstrating (b) short
chain polymer with low entanglement and (c) long chain polymer with high en-
tanglement. (d) Copolymerization of acrylamide and bis-acrylamide monomers to
form network poly(acrylamide-bis-acrylamide) copolymer. (e) Diagram of a poly-
mer network where crosslinks are shown in orange. (f) Diagram demonstrating the
dry and swelled states of a hygroscopic polymer network.
5Figure 1.2: Ashby plot of stiffness modulus versus fracture energy for several ma-
terials. Adapted from Naficy et al. (2011) with permission from CSIRO Publishing
[34]. Typical property ranges for conventional hydrogels are highlighted in orange
and typical properties for human biological tissues are shown in pink.
rameter. In some formulations, when this parameter is equal to one the material is
undamaged and when it is equal to zero the material is completely damaged and can
no longer bear load. This is classified as failure or fracture [39, 40]. However, such
a model does not describe or account for the processes that lead to the damage and
fracture.
In brittle materials, fracture initiates at a critical flaw such as a microcrack or
pore. The critical microstructural discontinuity grows into a macro-scale crack
and becomes a continuum level discontinuity [41]. In modeling, these features
can be accounted for through several methods including the damage parameter
described above. Experimentally, the discontinuity introduced by a crack can be
more challenging. Experimental methods to measure full-field displacements and
strains (see Section 1.4)must account for errors due to the formation and propagation
of a crack. This can be achieved via several methods such as manually removing the
crack from the region of interest (ROI) or through integration methods that identify
6cracks through sharp changes in deformation gradients [42–45].
Over the last several years, advances in additive manufacturing technology have
opened the way for designing, engineering, and printing microstructured materials.
Several systems exist that allow for printing in multiple materials with different
mechanical properties. For example, the StatasysConnex3 allows for a single print to
use up to three different polymermaterialswith differentmechanical properties. This
printer can also mix the base polymers allowing for a range of material properties
in a single print. Several researchers have begun exploring how this technology can
be used to design material systems with enhanced fracture properties.
Several experiments on enhancing the adhesive properties of tape by using variation
in the tape stiffness have demonstrated in a one-dimensional sense that elastic
contrast interfaces between regions of different stiffnesses produce a toughening
effect [46–48]. This work has been extended to the two-dimensional case using
the Stratasys Connex3 and similar technologies to produce material systems with a
wide array of toughening geometries. The simplest of these is a striped geometry
with alternating stiff and compliant stripes normal to the crack [49, 50]. Circular
and moon shaped inclusion arrays have also been studied as well as brick and
mortar type arrays inspired by the structure of nacre [51]. All of these geometries
are, however, two-dimensional and do not fully take advantage of the opportunities
additive manufacturing technology allows.
Nevertheless, these studies show the powerful toughening effect engineered material
discontinuities can have on the fracture properties of materials. Further study of
these effects is needed to be able to effectively design such microstructures.
Heterogeneities have been shown to strongly impact stress fields near a crack tip,
resulting in effective mixed mode fracture [20, 21, 52, 53]. This also influences
crack front shape [54]. However, relatively few studies have sought to explore the
3D crack shape experimentally, except via fatigue [16, 22]. Fatigue cracks can
be simpler to study in 3D because one can pause the loading for imaging without
impacting the crack propagation. However, imaging an actively propagating crack in
3D is significantly more difficult due to imaging time constraints. Those studies that
do explore 3D fracture via experiments or simulations show that understanding the
3D nature of crack shape and stress fields is necessary, especially in heterogeneous
materials [52, 54].
7Granular media
Particle inclusions is one of the many ways we can toughen a material. From
nanoparticles in rubber to sand and gravel aggregates in concrete, particle inclusions
affect stress distributions and increase the energy necessary for a crack to propagate
through a material [55–60]. While granular materials are of interest as toughening
mechanisms, their mechanical properties and behavior without a matrix are also of
great interest.
From building foundations and overpass embankments to food grains and pharma-
ceuticals, the unique mechanical behavior of granular materials impacts our lives on
a daily basis. When we think about foundations and embankments, we want these
structures to behave like solids. But when we think about commercial processing
of grains and pharmaceuticals, we want to take advantage of granular flow. De-
pending on grain size and shape as well as boundary conditions like slope angles
and retaining walls, a given load may be supported but the grains or they may flow
[61–66].
To understand these phenomena and when a granular structure will transition from
behaving like a solid to flowing like a fluid, we need to think about the structure in
terms of its individual grains rather than approximating it as a continuous material
[67–70]. Similarly, when we think about particles as toughening inclusions, there
is a lot to learn about the mechanisms of toughening by understanding how the
inclusion and matrix deform and fracture as separate entities. In this way, we can
view granular materials as discontinuous. We can also view a material that has been
toughened via particle inclusions as discontinuous.
1.3 Mechanics
According to the Collins English Dictionary, mechanics describes "the branch of
science, divided into statics, dynamics, and kinematics, concerned with the equilib-
rium ormotion of bodies in a particular frame of reference." In the field of mechanics
of materials, we typically use the classical mechanics formulations based on New-
ton’s Laws of Motion. First the concept of equilibrium which can be described for
a deformable body in general form by Eq. 1.1
∇ · σ + ρb = ρa, (1.1)
where σ is the stress in the body, ρ is the mass density of the body, b are the body
forces acting on the body, and a is the acceleration of the body. This general form
of equilibrium can be derived from balance of linear momentum.
8Balance of angular momentum can be used to show symmetry of the stress tensor
for the continuum as written in Eq. 1.2
σ = σᵀ, (1.2)
where (·)ᵀ indicates the transpose.
These two equations are, however, not enough to describe the deformations that
result form the action of the forces on a body. To relate the forces to deformations,
or stresses to strains, a constitutive material model is required. Currently, material
models are not derived from fundamental physics but rather are determined by
fitting experimental data to a pre-defined model. Depending on the material, scale,
boundary conditions, and loading, different models can be used [71].
In the simplest case, we make several assumptions: First we assume the material is
a homogeneous continuum, then we further assume isotropy, meaning the material
behavior is independent of loading direction. We then assume the material has
a linear elastic response to loading, or in 1D, σ = E , where E is the Young’s
modulus or stiffness of the material and  is the strain [71]. For small deformations
in traditional materials with simple geometries and loading conditions, this linear
elastic isotropic constitutive model works well. However, it does not account for
stresses that exceed the material’s elastic limit. When the yield stress is exceeded,
plastic deformations begin, and when the ultimate stress is exceeded it can no longer
carry any load [60]. Ductile materials typically experience significant permanent
deformations before failure while brittle materials typically fail with little evidence
of yielding.
There are several methods to account for plastic yielding and failure in material
models. Perhaps one of the simplest is to assume an elastic perfectly plastic model.
That is, to assume that once the yield stress is reached, the material no longer
supports additional load and the stress cannot increase, as illustrated in Fig. 1.3.
Although this model allows the material to yield, it does not describe final failure
of the material. For this, we need to turn to fracture mechanics.
Fracture mechanics
Consider an infinite plate under far-field stress σ∞ with a semi-infinite crack as
shown in Fig. 1.4 [72–75]. If we assume the material is linear elastic, then the stress
concentration at the crack tip is infinite. However, as we know, real materials have
limited strength, so the stress beyond its capacity must somehow be dissipated.
9Figure 1.3: Elastic perfectly plastic material model for 1D tension loading.
Figure 1.4: Infinite plate with an edge crack of length, a subjected to far field
loading, σ∞.
The effect of stresses on a deformable body can be understood as the energy needed
to deform that body by a fixed amount. Thus, excess energy can be thought of as the
energy which is expended by forming or propagating a crack through the material.
Griffith described this as the potential energy and related it to the energy needed to
break atomic bonds [72, 73]. He defined a critical energy release rate as
Gc = 2γ, (1.3)
where γ is the energy needed to create a new surface and a crack is considered to
consist of two newly created surfaces [76].
While this very simple equation only describes perfectly brittlematerials, the concept
of defining and measuring fracture energy is very powerful. We can describe more
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general fracture using this idea of energy release rate or the energy necessary to
propagate the crack in Fig. 1.4 by the infinitesimal distance ∆a as
G = −δU
δa
, (1.4)
where U is the potential energy and a is the initial crack length [72, 73].
Brittle materials have much lower critical fracture energies than more ductile ma-
terials. Often, fracture toughness is measured and described by the critical stress
intensity factor (SIF), Kc , rather than the critical fracture energy, Gc, for traditional
engineering materials. Since Kc is related to Gc and the material’s stiffness by Eq.
1.5 we can think of the fracture energy as the square of the toughness normalized
by the stiffness [72, 73].
Gc =
K2c
E′
, (1.5)
where
E′ =

E for plane stress,
E
1−ν2 for plane strain,
(1.6)
E is the Young’s modulus, and ν is Poisson’s ratio.
In general, although we know that stiffer materials may have very high toughness
like metals or very low toughness like ceramics, we often assume that more com-
pliant materials will have a lower toughness. However, due to their chemistry and
microstructures, biological, polymeric, and composite materials may not follow this
trend. For example, hydrogels that have been toughened by double networking
exhibit fracture energies comparable to much stiffer plastics while retaining most
of the extreme compliance of a gel. On the other hand, conventional hydrogels
are extremely compliant and exhibit fracture energies comparable to glasses and
ceramics [34, 35].
In this thesis, fracture energy is used to describe the resistance of a conventional
polymer hydrogel to fracture due to the nature of its networked microstructure.
Granular mechanics
A granular material is like a high volume fraction particle reinforced material where
the matrix is infinitely compliant (zero stiffness). When there is no matrix, the
particles directly contact each other. The particle motion is also significantly less
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constrained; they can now rotate and slide against each other. This leads to the unique
ability of granular materials to behave like both solids and liquids [61, 66, 67, 77].
Inmany civil engineering applications engineers design granular materials to behave
as solids and liquid-like flow is considered as a failure mode. Here, the majority
of theories and design equations treat the granular material as a continuum. In
industrial processes like commercial grain and pharmaceutical processing, engineers
want these materials to behave as fluids and flow through equipment like hoppers.
Here also, the granular material is often treated as a continuum in models and
design equations. However, all these models and equations are specific to a certain
geometry and loading condition. There is no universal continuum model that can
describe a granular materials solid-like and fluid-like behaviors and the transition
between them [77, 78].
Over the last few decades significant work has been done to improve our under-
standing of granular mechanics by considering grains as discrete particles. Several
experimental techniques have been used to demonstrate how continuum level loads
are carried via interparticle force chains in granular assemblies. Force chains are
described as sets of particles in an assembly that carry large compressive loads while
other particles near by experience much lower loads [68, 69, 79, 80]. Graphically,
this concept is demonstrated in Fig. 1.5. The load applied to the upper boundary
is carried primarily by two force chain branches that meet and transfer the load
to the lower boundary. When the load exceeds a critical limit, force chains break
and reconfigure. When the chains break, the particles are free to move relative to
each other and can therefore flow. When flow happens in a narrow band through
a granular specimen is is known as shear band failure, which is a very common
mechanism of failure in granular structures [63, 69].
Fully three dimensional experiments on shear band formation and slip in granular
materials are very challenging for several reasons. First, specimens ideally consist
of many thousands of particles, making both analysis and modeling highly compu-
tationally expensive. Second, measuring the interparticle forces requires the abililty
to measure or image all the particles in-situ. This can be very expensive and time
consuming. Additionally, many available imaging methods have strict limitations
on materials, geometries, and time-scales that significantly impact experimental
capabilities [62, 64, 81, 82].
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Figure 1.5: Particle level force chains carry a continuum level compressive load
through a granular specimen. Adapted from Hurley et al. (2014) with permission
from Elsevier [68].
1.4 Quantitative Visualization
To advance both granular mechanics and fracture mechanics theories, we need to
expand experimental capabilities to be able to understand grain-level and micro-
structural-level effects in a fully three-dimensional sense. Computational power for
modeling, imaging, and analysis has greatly increased in recent years making these
experiments and analyses more achievable than ever before [64, 83, 84].
Installing hundreds of thousands of minuscule strain gages or load cells on each
particle in a granular specimen or distributed throughout a fracture specimen is
not only impractical, it also affects the behavior of the specimens themselves. For
this reason, volumetric imaging methods combined with quantitative analyses are
becoming increasingly popular [85–88]. These methods are also being employed to
improve modeling capabilities for complex geometries [12, 22, 89].
Volumetric imaging methods
Many volumetric imaging technologies are available, each with their own unique
capabilities and challenges.
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Diffraction methods such as neutron diffraction and X-ray diffraction (XRD) use
interactions between the beam and the nucleus and electron clouds of atoms re-
spectively to "image" specimens. In both of theses methods, average strain in
crystallographic materials can be measured by determining the change in atomic
spacing as a result of loading [4, 5, 12, 63, 67, 90, 91].
Tomographic scanning of a specimen can be used to build a 3D image of the
geometry and grain structure. When X-rays are used with tomographic scanning it
is commonly called micro-computed tomography (µCT.) This method is often used
in the medical industry to image a patient’s internal organs but it is also used in the
aerospace and automotive industries for non-destructive assessment and inspection
of parts and assemblies for damage and defects. More recently, it has been used for
understanding mechanics and fracture inside opaque materials [62, 64, 70, 83, 84].
While these methods can provide excellent resolution both spatially and for mea-
suring strains, they are very expensive and often highly time consuming. The
diffraction methods also necessitate a material with a crystal structure in order to be
able to measure grain strains via changes in atomic spacing. Tomographic image
reconstruction is very challenging and can result in errors due to imaging artifacts
[90, 92, 93].
Confocal Microscopy
Confocal microscopy is an optical volumetric imaging method that is much less
expensive and less time consuming than the methods described above. As with any
experimental method, it also has its own unique limitations among its many benefits.
The word "confocal" means having a common focus. This concept is illustrated
in Fig. 1.6 for a transmission confocal microscope set up. The black lines show
light that goes through the upper pinhole, is focused at the focal plane, and then
transmitted through the lower pinhole to be captured by the detector. The dashed red
lines show light that is not in the focal plane and is therefore not transmitted through
the pinhole and captured by the detector. Most confocal microscopy systems capture
reflected or emitted light rather than transmitted so incorporate a beam splitter to
redirect the reflected or emitted light to the detector [94–97]. Commonly, this
light is in the visible spectrum but it is also possible to use ultraviolet and infrared
wavelengths just outside of the visible spectrum.
Simple raster scanning allows for capture of a 2D planar image. Volumetric images
are typically captured as stacks of these 2D plane images by moving the microscope
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stage up or down in the vertical-direction.
Figure 1.6: Illustration of the transmission
confocal microscope concept where the
black lines of light are in the focal "point"
and the dashed red lines are out of focus
and therefore not captured.
Some confocal systems use photo-
multiplier tubes (PMTs) to capture the
light intensity of individual voxels.
When multiple PMTs are used, dif-
ferent light wavelength ranges can be
captured separately allowing for iden-
tification and separation of different
features in a specimen. Swept field
and spinning disc systems usually use
a CCD or CMOS camera and are typ-
ically faster because they capture sev-
eral voxels or a line of voxels at once.
While this does introduce some noise
from spurious light reflections from
adjacent pixels, it can exponentially
increase scanning speeds. Addition-
ally, CCD or CMOS camera cannot
inherently filter different wavelengths
of light so filters may need to be used
in some applications [94, 95].
In most cases, lasers and fluorescent
dyes or particles are used in confocal
microscopy imaging. The laser ex-
cites the fluorescent molecules using
a wavelength close to the peak exci-
tation and the molecule then emits a
photon at a lower wavelength known
as the peak emission wavelength. The
intensity of this emission is captured
by the PMT or camera [94, 95].
Confocal microscopy is commonly used in biological applications where different
fluorescent dyes can be functionalized to bind to different components of cells.
This allows biologists to differentiate parts of the cell such as the cell wall and
nucleus, or to understand the structure produced by different proteins that make up
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the organelles [98].
Some researchers are using confocal microscopy to study how cells move, com-
municate, and respond to stimuli in 3D by measuring the deformations of a gel
substrate around the cell. This is achieved by casting fluorescent microspheres into
the gel and using these as tracking particles or as speckles for image correlation
type methods [97, 99–104]. This suggests that a similar method could be used to
study the mechanics of the polymer material itself in 3D [85]. It also motivates
considering the wealth of geometries and loading conditions that could be studied
[105–107].
One of the primary limitations of confocal microscopy is that in order to capture
volumetric images, the material must have good optical transparency. Spatial res-
olution and optical constraints also limit the size of specimens and the imaging
window. While this method is significantly faster than diffraction and tomogra-
phy methods, raster scanning is still relatively slow compared to many material
mechanical processes such as crack propagation.
Image correlation methods
In studying the mechanics of materials, several quantities need to be calculated or
measured. A common way to measure full-field deformations is by using image
correlation methods such as digital image correlation (DIC). A random pattern,
often speckles, acts as a unique identifier for subsets of the image. Each subset
in a reference image is matched to a subset in the deformed image by finding the
closest pattern match using a cross-correlation coefficient. Displacements are then
calculated for each subset and strains can be calculated from these deformations
[108]. Then, knowing material properties allows for calculation of stresses. When
boundary conditions and loading arewell defined, material properties can be inferred
from the deformation and strain results.
3D-DIC typically refers to the use of a multi-camera system to determine out-of-
plane deformations. Digital volume correlation (DVC) extends the idea of DIC to
volumetric space to determine the full 3D displacements and strains in a material.
Most algorithms match subsets by allowing them to have both free-body motion
and to deform but only measure the displacements directly [108, 109]. Strains are
typically determined by computing the deformation gradient from the displacements.
In materials with discontinuities such as a crack or a granular assembly, care must be
taken when applying image correlation methods. The discontinuity allows for large
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relative motions of the material on either side of a crack or between particles which
artificially impact both displacement and strain measures. For fracture experiments,
regions of interest (ROI) are commonly defined to exclude the final crack geometry
[42–45]. For granular specimens, it is generally necessary to define an ROI for each
particle individually [68, 110].
In addition to correlation methods, images can be used to measure geometric quan-
tities such as particle shapes and areas in the case of granular materials. These
parameters also allow for determining particle contacts and when combined with
average strains determined using a correlation method become the inputs for the
granular element method (GEM), an inverse solution method to determine interpar-
ticle forces [63, 68, 81, 110].
Granular element method
The granular element method (GEM) uses the discrete element method (DEM) as
a basis and incorporates a contact law for interparticle friction. The formulation
includes balance of forces andmoments,Keqf = 0, the average stress in each particle,
Kstf = bst where bstp = Ωpσp, and friction constraint equations, Bf ≥ 0. The
inverse problem is solved as a minimization subject to constraints as in Eq. 1.7 as
follows:
f = argmin
f, Bf≥0
(λ | |Keqf | | + (1 − λ)| |Kstf − bst | |), (1.7)
where the preferred solution is determined by the knee point of the curve (| |Keqf | |,
| |Kstf−bst | |.) The full formulation of GEMcan be found in the following references:
[64, 68, 81, 82, 110, 111].
ApplyingGEM to experiments allows for determination of interparticle forces which
can be used to understand force chains and how a granular material carries load.
Images are used to extract geometric descriptors known as the granular fabric and
correlation methods with a constitutive model for the particle’s material are used to
determine average particle stresses.
1.5 Outline
Chapter 1 presented the motivation for the research described in the thesis fol-
lowed by a summary of the background, theories, and experimental methods used
throughout. The rest of the thesis is organized into two primary chapters describing
the experiments, results, and conclusions of work on both fracture mechanics and
granular mechanics using 3D quantitative visualization techniques.
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Chapter 2 describes work on understanding fracture processes in hydrogels. Slow
stable crack propagation is achieved using fluid pressure in thin soft polymer gel
specimens. Confocal microscopy is used to capture 2D internal plane fluorescent
speckle images during propagation events and 3D volumetric images are captured
before propagation and after crack arrest. Analysis of fracture energy shows that
higher energy is needed to renucleate a crack after it arrests. Based on assessment
of these renucleation events and on through thickness variation in crack shape,
toughening mechanisms are suggested as contributors to the slow crack surface
roughening observed by other researchers. Further experiments to better understand
these effects are suggested. This experimental method is also recommended to
improve understanding of interface and inclusion toughening effects.
Chapter 3 describes several aspects of conducting intergranular force transmission
experiments using confocal microscopy imaging techniques. Commercially avail-
able fluorescently marked polymer spheres are considered as a potential model
granular material. While the speckle pattern is excellent for image correlation tech-
niques and the particle size is good for the scale of confocal microscopy imaging, the
particles’ optical properties are not appropriate for this imaging method. A method
to produce custom in-house manufactured spheres with a volumetric speckle pattern
that could be easily imaged using a confocal microscope is also presented. Imaging
and DVC capabilities for a large gel sphere are then presented and suggest that many
new granular experiments can be conducted using these particles with the described
experimental technique.
These results are further summarized in Chapter 4 and several new research direc-
tions are presented based on the experimental capabilities described in the previous
chapters.
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C h a p t e r 2
CRACK PROPAGATION AND RENUCLEATION IN SOFT
BRITTLE HYDROGELS
This Chapter is adapted from:
K. A. Mac Donald and G. Ravichandran. “Crack propagation and renucleation in
soft brittle hydrogels”. 2019. Submitted.
Abstract
Crack tip opening displacement (CTOD) and fracture energy are determined from
crack geometry and material properties for very slowly propagating cracks, less
than 50 µm/s, in thin brittle hydrogels on the sub-millimeter scale. 2D fluorescent
speckle images are captured using confocal microscopy during propagation, and 3D
volumetric images are captured both before propagation begins and after the crack
arrests. Fracture energy builds up until a critical value is reached and then remains
constant as the crack propagates and eventually arrests when the energy is no longer
sufficient for propagation. Once a crack arrests, more energy is needed for renucle-
ation, suggesting that local toughening effects are at play. Based on observations of
renucleation events and analysis of 3D crack shapes, this local toughening points to
a mechanism for fracture surface roughening observed in the literature for slowly
propagating cracks. Additionally, through-thickness variation in fracture energy,
while expected from linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) theory, suggests lo-
cal toughening in the process zone which contributes to this roughening of crack
surfaces.
Keywords: brittle, confocal microscopy, fracture mechanics, slow cracks, soft
2.1 Introduction
Pierre-Gilles de Gennes defines soft matter as "comprising all physiochemical sys-
tems which have large response functions"[1]. This includes many fluids but also
includes solids such as gels and rubbers. These types of materials are becoming
increasingly important as structural materials. Advances in robotics, wearable and
implantable biomedical devices, and additive manufacturing have given rise to great
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interest in using such materials in load bearing applications [2, 3]. In soft robotics,
gels and other soft materials are used to encase hard components so they feel more
life-like. They are also used to build soft actuators to perform delicate tasks like
picking up glasses or eggs and in realistic joints to minimize friction [4, 5]. In
the field of biomedical devices one of the major challenges is producing functional,
comfortable, and bio-compatible implants and devices. Many biological tissues are
very compliant, so implants and devices with high stiffnesses are likely to cause
significant inflammation, leading to scarring and rejection of the implant [6]. Ad-
vancements in additive manufacturing techniques have led to interest in printing
customized scaffolds for cell growth. Nutrient transport through the scaffold is
critical to be able to grow cells in complex geometries [7]. Additionally, it has
been shown that substrate stiffness has a great effect on cell growth [8–10]. This
suggests that in order to move toward printing viable simple organs, scaffolds must
be compliant enough to allow proper growth of cells and tissues.
One of the major drawbacks of conventional synthetic soft materials is their low
toughness. Since hydrogels are compliant, they can undergo large deformations but
they also typically exhibit very brittle fracture. There are several methods that can
be used to increase gel toughness such as double networking which can produce gels
with mechanical and fracture responses comparable to biological tissues [5, 11, 12].
Hydrogels also show excellent potential for improving cardiac implants because
they can be manufactured with stiffnesses as low as that of cardiac muscle, one of
the most compliant yet toughest tissues in the human body.
In addition to their uses in biological applications, conventional hydrogels offer a
unique opportunity to improve our understanding of fracture mechanics for both
soft and brittle materials. The fracture toughness of conventional hydrogels is
comparable to that of ceramics and glasses, but they undergo significantly larger
and therefore measurable displacements within the linear elastic regime, making
them good candidates for investigating fracture of brittle materials [13–16]. Further
study of fracture in conventional gels will also provide insights into the mechanics
of toughened gels.
Previous studies of fracture in soft brittle hydrogels have shown some unique behav-
iors. Of particular note are observations of crack surface roughening in slow crack
propagation [2, 17, 18]. Macro-scale chevron shaped ridges in fractal-like patterns,
sometimes called cross-hatch regions, have been observed on crack surfaces when
propagation is very slow. These ridges seem to be the result of discontinuities in
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the crack front. At faster rates these ridges do not form but micro-scale generalized
roughening is still observed. Another fracture behavior unique to soft hydrogels
is fracturing as a result of contact stresses at the gel-water-air interface. Studies
have been conducted examining the natural periodicity in formation of such cracks
depending on gel thickness. It has been suggested that these cracks then propagate
due to the hydrostatic pressure resulting from capillarity [19].
In this chapter we present an experimental method that allows us to measure fracture
energy in a soft brittle hydrogel during slow crack propagation on the sub-millimeter
scale. Fracture energy is measured using geometric analysis of the crack opening
within the linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) regime. Results show the
expected characteristic increase in fracture energy followed by a plateau when the
crack begins to propagate. Additionally, we visualize renucleation on the scale
of the stress concentration near the crack tip and begin to probe the volumetric
aspects of fracture by characterizing the crack shape and front. First, we describe
the specimens and experimental considerations in Section 2.2. Then, we discuss
in Section 2.3 the analysis methods used to measure stress concentration, crack
propagation and renucleation, and crack shape. This is followed by a discussion of
the results and findings of these 2D and 3D analyses in Section 2.4.
2.2 Materials and Methods
Specimens
A cross-linked polyacrylamide/bis-acrylamide copolymer (polyacrylamide) hydro-
gel is chosen as the material for this study because it is a well characterized polymer
system that shows excellent optical transparency and has highly tunable mechanical
properties. It also exhibits linear elastic response up to 10% strain. Once poly-
merized, polyacrylamide is highly inert and is used in many biological applications
ranging from soft contact lenses to burn dressings. Gel stiffness and water content
can be controlled by adjusting the cross-linker ratio and monomer concentration
respectively. Fluorescent microspheres have been used successfully for confocal
microscopy imaging and as speckles for image correlation in similar gels for several
biomechanics studies [20–22].
For the fracture experiments, we use a relatively stiff hydrogel and polymerize it
in an almost fully swelled state. Specimens are prepared from 1 ml monomer-
cross-linker-initiator solutions in deionized water with fluorescent microspheres.
The monomer to cross-linker ratio, C, is 5% and the monomer concentration, T, is
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10.5%. The monomer-cross-linker-initiator solution is prepared using a 40% w/v
solution of acrylamide and bis-acrylamide with a 19:1 monomer to cross-linker ratio
(ACRYL/BIS™, AMRESCO®) and a 10% w/v solution of ammonium persulfate
(APS, AMRESCO®) prepared from 150 mg tablets added to 1.5 ml deionized
water. The APS solution can be stored under refrigeration for up to 7 days before
preparing a fresh batch and provides free radicals to initiate polymerization. Red
2.0 µm carboxylate modified polystyrene FluoSpheres® (580 nm peak excitation,
605 nm peak emission, Molecular Probes™) in a 2% solids aqueous solution or
green 0.72 µm polystyrene FluoroMax™microspheres (468 nm peak excitation,
508 nm peak emission, Thermo Scientific™) in a 1% solids aqueous solution are
added prior to polymerization to produce a volumetric speckle pattern for image and
correlation analyses. Once the gel is polymerized, these particles are fixed within
it because they are sufficiently large compared to the gel pore size. To achieve an
appropriate speckle density, 0.050 ml or 0.025 ml of each microsphere solution are
used, respectively. The final solution is mixed gently to avoid introducing excess
oxygen which inhibits the polymerization reaction. Just prior to casting, 0.002 ml
of Tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED, Alfa-Aesar®) is added as a catalyst and
the solution is gently mixed again. Specimens are cast within 2 minutes to ensure
the solution remains a liquid until it has been cast into the specimen’s final shape.
The polymerization reaction takes two to thirty minutes to complete, depending on
ambient conditions and actual volume of catalyst used. A slightly higher ambient
temperature can increase reaction speed significantly. Since TEMED is highly
volatile and we use such a small volume, there is some uncertainty in the actual
volume used and excess catalyst can greatly increase the reaction rate.
Rheological analysis was conducted on several polyacrylamide specimens to de-
termine the prepared gel’s mechanical properties. The Young’s Modulus, E is
approximately 78 kPa and the gel exhibits linear elastic behavior up to 10% strain
with viscous effects over time scales on the order of hours to days. Since experiments
are conducted on time scales on the order of minutes, we assume that viscoelastic
effects are negligible in our experiments.
Experiment
Thin disk specimens are cast by micro-pipetting the monomer solution onto a 25
mm diameter No. 0 glass cover slip (100 µm ± 20 µm thick) and then dropping
a second cover slip gently on top. This process is illustrated in Fig. 2.1. Since
the monomer is water soluble and the solution has a high water content, surface
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Figure 2.1: Procedure for casting thin polyacrylamide hydrogels between cover slips.
tension is sufficient to support the top cover slip and self align them producing
very thin gels with even thicknesses. Typical specimens are about 400 to 700 µm
thick where specimen thickness is controlled by the volume of solution pipetted
onto the cover slip (0.2 ml to 0.33 ml). During polymerization specimens are kept
covered to prevent excessive evaporation of water from the gel structure. Once
polymerization is complete, specimens are allowed to soak in deionized water for
at least one hour before testing and imaging to ensure that equilibrium swelling
is reached. Experiments are conducted within five days of casting to minimize
toughening or weakening effects that can occur due to swelling-deswelling cycles
and gel aging. This also ensures that the gels remain lightly bonded to the cover
slips, which are not removed during the experiments.
Fracture experiments are conducted with in-situ three-dimensional imaging via
confocal microscopy. An initial crack is introduced by gently inserting a 28 gauge
MicroFil blunt needle (350 µm OD, 250 µm ID, World Precision Instruments)
between the cover slips and then pulling the needle partially out such that a crack
forms ahead of the needle tip. The initial crack is held partially open by the needle.
Then the specimen is pre-loaded in compression via a uniaxial compression device
mounted to a standard microscope stage insert as shown in Fig. 2.2. A displacement
controlled micrometer acts as the loading arm and is gently advanced until it feels
just tight and the specimen is firmly held in place on the microscope stage. The
compressive load was found to be necessary for stable crack growth and is discussed
further in Section 2.3. Glycerol (Proteomics grade, AMRESCO®) is injected into
the crack at a rate of 0.050 ml per minute using a micro-syringe pump (Model
NE-1000, New Era Pump Systems, Inc.) until the crack begins to advance. The
injection fluid, glycerol, was chosen for its incompressibility, high viscosity, and low
toxicity. Since the fracture specimens are a hydrogel, water was not an appropriate
injection fluid as it quickly dissipated into the gel. The high viscosity of the glycerol
significantly reduced this.
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Imaging
Confocal microscopy captures images by using pinholes and objective lenses to
capture light from a single point in three-dimensional space. Raster scanning
produces two-dimensional planar images and moving the specimen closer to or
farther from the objective allows for building of 3D image stacks from the 2D
planes. If the material imaged is optically transparent, like a hydrogel, one can
capture a volumetric image of detectable features inside the material. In most cases,
confocal microscopes capture reflected or emitted light, so fluorescent dyes are
commonly used to make features such as cells detectable. Fluorescent particles or
beads are also frequently used as the detectable feature within a gel.
In these experiments, imaging is conducted on a Zeiss inverted laser scanning
confocal microscope (LSM 800) with Zen Blue System software. A diode laser
excites the fluorescent microspheres that serve as a speckle pattern for image and
correlation analyses by emitting light that is captured by a photomultiplier tube
(PMT). A pinhole size of approximately one Airy Unit (AU) is used for each imaging
configuration to optimize the signal to noise ratio in images. For each experiment,
laser intensity and PMTmaster gain adjustments regulate the number of over exposed
voxels. A typical experiment uses a 20× plan-apochromat (corrected for spherical
and chromatic aberrations) objective with a 0.8 numerical aperture (NA) and 550
µm working distance (WD). For the green microspheres, a 488 nm laser at 2-4.5%
intensity and 600-650 V master gain with a 34 µm pinhole is used. For the red
microspheres, a 561 nm laser at 0.25% intensity and 575 V master gain with a 37
µm pinhole is used.
Both 2D time-series and 3D volumetric images are captured during each experiment.
The 2D images are captured at 0.933 s intervals and imaging begins when the
glycerol pump starts. Once the crack begins to advance the pump is turned off and
imaging continues as the crack advances, following the crack path during the whole
propagation event. Due to the high viscosity of the glycerol and small diameter of
the needle, glycerol continues to enter the initial crack at a steady rate after the pump
is turned off. There is no fluid outlet and pressure continues to build in the crack
until propagation occurs. Imaging stops when the crack either arrests or reaches the
edge of the loading device’s viewing window. In a few cases, crack renucleation
after arrest is also imaged. Volumetric images, also called z-stack images, are taken
before crack propagation begins and after final arrest. A typical z-stack image
consists of approximately 200 to 400 slices at 1.25 µm intervals.
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The 2D imaging rate of approximately one 512× 512 pixel frame per second requires
very slow crack propagation rates. For the volumetric images, imaging takes two
orders of magnitude longer (∼ 200 − 400s) necessitating a stationary crack. In
addition, if we want to image through the full thickness of the specimen we must
consider working distance and imaging depth constraints. With the 550 µm WD
and cover slip thickness of 100 µm ± 20 µm, we can theoretically image a 450 µm
± 20 µm compressed specimen. However, the fluorescent microsphere density also
contributes to limiting the depth of view. More sparse speckles allow for deeper
imaging depths but limit the resolution of image correlation. In most cases, imaging
up to 150-200 µm deep within a specimen is usable for analysis.
2.3 Analysis
Several analyses are conducted on each set of images. For the 2D images cap-
tured during crack propagation we analyze the strain field near the crack tip using
digital image correlation (DIC) [23]. We also quantitatively determine factors de-
scribing the crack propagation event including the crack speed, crack tip opening
displacement (CTOD, δ), energy release rate (G), and stress intensify factor (K).
Qualitative analysis of renucleation events and crack path allow us to examine the
complex mechanisms at play in soft materials and hydrogels. For the 3D images
we also determine quantitative metrics describing the through-thickness 3D crack
shape.
Inducing Crack Propagation
First we assess the validity of our method to induce crack propagation. In the oil
and gas industry, injecting fluid into hole through a solid to cause fracturing of the
solid is known as fracking. Mechanics theory of fracking essentially simplifies the
problem to a plane strain hole in an infinite plate with far-field compression and
internal pressure. Far-field compression is a result of the mass of earth around
the drilled bore where horizontal and vertical compression are typically on the
same order of magnitude. Under this compression alone, the rock is stable with
net compressive stresses on the hoop around the hole. Fracking fluid is injected
under high pressure and when a critical pressure is reached, a net tensile hoop
stress results in the direction of the highest compressive load. Fracture occurs at
these tensile hoop stresses, and propagates parallel to the highest compressive load
[24, 25]. While our experimental materials are significantly different from those
of traditional fracking, our geometry is comparable, thus allowing us to apply a
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similar analysis and show that the initial vertical compressive load we apply before
inducing crack propagation helps to stabilize crack orientation to be perpendicular
to the cover slips. Since specimen diameter is almost two orders of magnitude larger
than specimen thickness, there is effectively a horizontal compressive load on the
bore hole produced by the needle and injected glycerol.
There are some key differences in our geometry compared to that of traditional
fracking. First, our specimens are very thin compared to their diameters and the
bore hole diameter is comparable to the specimen thickness. This results in an
effectiveweak direction perpendicular to the cover slips. However, without the initial
compressive load we were not able to achieve stable, slow crack propagation. In
addition, we are interested in propagating a crack ahead of the needle tip, at the end of
the bore hole rather than radially outward from the bore. Even though the specimen
is thin, the applied compression confines the specimen edges, leading us to expect
plane strain conditions. Experimental images show that a wedge shaped parabolic
crack advances ahead of the needle tip, so 2D plane strain analysis at internal planes
will allow us to characterize fracture properties from these experiments.
We use two freely availableMatlab codes to performDIC andmeasure the strain field
near the crack tip to verify that we are measuring a fracture event in our specimens
[26, 27]. The size and shape of the high strain region are indicative of the process
zone size and fracture mode. Near the crack tip, in the high strain regions, there
may be plastic (inelastic) deformations that dissipate energy. The process zone is
generally considered to be a smaller region within the plastic zone where nonlinear
processes that lead to fracture occur [28, 29]. Geubelle and Knauss [30] estimate
the size of this nonlinear region for a hyperelastic material as
rNL =
1
3pi
J
µ
, (2.1)
where µ is the bulk modulus which can be related to Young’s modulus, E and the
Poisson’s ratio, ν in linear elasticity as
µ =
E
2(1 + ν), (2.2)
and J is Rice’s J-integral, which corresponds to the energy release rate [31].
Propagation
Several propagation events were extracted from the time series images for each
fracture experiment and analyzed to measure crack shape, position, and speed.
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Initial observations of the crack shape appear to be parabolic. A parabolic crack
opening shape allows us to measure fracture energy from opening displacements
knowing the material’s elastic properties [28, 32, 33].
Assuming linear elastic fracture mechanics, the crack opening profile, δ(r) is
parabolic and given by [32]
δ(r) = 8K√
2piE′
√
r, (2.3)
where r is the distance along the crack surface away from the tip, K is the stress
intensity factor, and E′ is defined in Eq. 1.6. A second order polynomial (parabola)
is fitted to the crack shape. To account for initial misalignment and crackmeandering
(local changes in crack orientation that appear to follow a quasi-periodic pattern)
during propagation, an angular sweep from zero to pi radians with a step size of
0.001 radians is used and the best fit is selected based on the minimum sum of
square residuals of the rotated polynomial fits. A common method of measuring the
crack tip opening displacement, CTOD, involves using the intersection of the crack
surface with lines at 45° from the vertex of the fitted parabola [31, 34]. This concept
is illustrated in Fig. 2.3. We can use this to determine the relationship between
√
r
and δ(r) using the parabolic shape, where
rt =
δt
2
, (2.4)
δt is the CTOD, and rt is the distance from the crack tip where δt is measured. Then
δt√
rt
=
δt√
δt/2
=
√
2δt . (2.5)
This allows us to calculate the stress intensity factor from Eq. 2.3 and 2.5 as
K =
√
piδtE′
4
. (2.6)
Using Eq. 1.5 the energy release rate assuming small scale yielding is
G =
piδtE′
16
. (2.7)
Thus, the stress intensity factor and energy release rate can be determined from the
CTOD and material properties.
An estimate of rNL (Eq. 2.1), the size of the nonlinear region, can be found using
J = G for linear elastic materials [28, 32–34]. Combining Eq. 2.1, 2.2, and 2.7,
rNL =
1 + ν
24
λδt, (2.8)
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Figure 2.3: Parabolic crack opening profile with the crack tip opening displacement,
δt , determined by the intersection of lines at 45° from the vertex of the parabola.
where
λ =

1 for plane stress,
1
1−ν2 for plane strain.
(2.9)
The crack tip location is assumed to be the vertex of the fitted parabola. To
determine the change in crack length, we consider both a straight path approximation
and account for meandering of the crack tip. For the straight path assumption,
advancement is measured as the distance between the current crack tip location and
a fixed reference location, typically the initial crack tip. In the meandering case,
local and incremental changes in crack orientation are assumed to contribute to
the actual length of the crack and advancement is measured incrementally between
image pairs, where the sum of these incremental advances represents the net crack
length relative to the reference image. Crack speed is measured as the change in
crack tip location over time and is affected by both the geometry of the crack and
the compressive pre-load applied to the specimens.
Renucleation
In addition to studying crack propagation, we are also able to observe crack renucle-
ation events in some specimens after an arrest occurs. We make several qualitative
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observations on renucleation sites and large local deformations indicated by appar-
ent changes in speckle density. We also conduct a preliminary quantitative analysis
of these local changes in speckle density. A renucleation site is identified and the
mean gray intensity value in that region is measured as the new crack begins to
form. A second region of comparable size where no renucleation event occurs is
also analyzed for comparison.
Crack Shape
To understand the through thickness or spatial variation in crack front shape, we
apply similar CTOD analyses as were applied to understand crack propagation.
Since volumetric images take orders of magnitude longer to capture than 2D images,
crack shape analysis is conducted for stationary cracks only using 2D planes from
the volumetric image. In order to capture the geometry in a configuration as close
as possible to that of a propagating crack, we primarily use images captured after a
crack has fully arrested post propagation event.
2.4 Results and Discussion
Based on visual observations using the microscope eye-piece at the beginning and
end of experiments, we successfully introduce an initial crack and propagate that
crack using the fluid injection method described in Section 2.2. The crack appears
to be wedge shaped as expected from fracking and fracture theories [24, 25]. DIC
results further support these observations. A representative example of the dis-
placement vectors and magnitudes (|u|) in the vicinity of the crack tip during a crack
propagation event is shown in Fig. 2.4(a). As expected, there are very large defor-
mations on the crack faces especially near the crack tip and almost no deformations
far ahead of the tip. The resulting difference in principal strain field shown in Fig.
2.4(b) indicate that there is a high strain region ahead of the crack tip as expected
from fracture mechanics theory.
The shape of the high difference in principal strains region near the crack tip is
consistent with what we would expect for Mode I crack opening and plane strain
approximation in fracture theory. Additionally, Fig. 2.4(c) shows the size of
the region with strains over 0.1 or 10% is comparable to the crack tip opening
displacement (CTOD) results discussed in the following section.
Mechanical properties of the gel were determined using an ARES-RFS Rheometer.
Results of a dynamic frequency sweep analysis at varying strains are shown in Fig.
2.5. The gel shows no rate sensitivity for the range of frequencies studied and
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Figure 2.5: Dynamic frequency sweep analysis of the gel at different strain levels.
exhibits no detectable creep over time periods of up to 20 minutes. However, it does
show moderate strain sensitivity with a stiffer response at higher strains quickly
exhibiting an almost constant, more compliant response at higher strains. Since
there is little difference between the response for 5% and 10% strain, the average
storage modulus at relatively high strains is µ = 26 ± 2 kPa. Polymer gels can
be considered incompressible which corresponds to a Poisson’s ratio of 0.5, which
gives a Young’s Modulus, E = 78 ± 7 kPa.
Propagation
Although imaging began when the glycerol pump started, due to the glycerol’s high
viscosity and the very small needle diameter, there was a delay before hydrostatic
pressure built up to open and eventually advance the crack. Once propagation began
it generally continued steadily and slowly for a while before either significantly
slowing or suddenly arresting. There are a few likely and possibly interrelated
reasons as to why the crack arrests: variation in the gel thickness would change the
total critical energy needed for propagationwhile energy is simultaneously expended
in forming new crack surfaces. Additionally, heterogeneities such as local variations
in polymer structure and composition could significantly affect local mechanical
and fracture properties of the gel thus changing the critical energy for propagation.
Since polyacrylamide is a relatively simple polymer it can crystallize in regions
with low crosslinking density. The gel recipe that was employed has a relatively
high crosslinker concentration of 5% and hence, we do not expect significantly large
regions of crystallization.
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Figure 2.6 shows a representative series of images taken from a crack propagation
event. Prior to image #1301, the crack opens very slowly as pressure builds up. Then
it opens more quickly until just before image #1305 when significant propagation
begins and the crack propagates steadily for several seconds. The crack itself is the
black region with no speckles that is well fit to a parabola, as shown by the lines in
the figure. Crack tip advancement is represented by the almost vertical arrows in
images #1305 and #1309. This crack shows some meandering, with the rotation of
the fitted parabola varying as the crack advances.
Assuming plane strain condition and using 78 kPa as the Young’s modulus, 0.5
as Poisson’s ratio, and the measured CTODs (δctc) as indicated on Fig. 2.6, the
energy release rate (Gc) and stress intensity factor (Kc) were calculated for each
opening and propagation event. Figure 2.7 shows a representative plot of CTOD as
the crack advances for four propagation events in the same specimen, where event
#2 is shown in the other figures in this section. Since imaging started when the
crack was almost open to its critical value of the CTOD, the characteristic build
up of energy before propagation is not shown in this plot. Once the crack begins
to advance, the measured CTOD and thus the energy release rate is approximately
constant. The horizontal dashed lines in the figure indicate the mean CTOD for
each event. The first three events are taken from a continuous propagation event
where the crack slowed but did not arrest between each event and have an average
CTOD of 339 ± 36 µm. This corresponds to an SIF of 850 ± 91 pa√m and ERR
of 6.9 ± 1.0 Pa.m (J/m2). The fourth event occurred after the crack arrested and
thus required a higher CTOD, 528 ± 41 µm, corresponding to an SIF of 1060 ± 100
pa
√
m and ERR of 10.8 ± 1.3 Pa.m (J/m2), to renucleate from the crack tip before
propagation could continue. Error is reported as one standard deviation form the
mean and is comparable to the errors reported in the literature for more traditional
fracture experiment geometries such as single-edge notched bend (SE(B)) tests
[2, 35]. The arrow indicates that after renuclation occurs, the CTOD required to
continue propagating the crack returns to a similar level as in the other three events.
Renucleation results are discussed further in the next section. The mean CTODs
and calculated values of Kc, Gc, and rNL are shown in Table 2.1.
The mean CTOD during propagation is comparable to the diameter of the needle
used to inject the glycerol and drive the crack propagation. Since the needle tip
is relatively far away from the crack tip (typically at lease 1 mm away) we do
not expect that varying the needle diameter would significantly impact the CTOD
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Table 2.1: Fracture parameters: δtc measured from images; Kc, Gc, and rNL calcu-
lated from δtc and material properties
δtc Kc Gc rNL
Propagation mean st.dev. st.dev. st.dev. st.dev.
Event µm µm Pa
√
m Pa
√
m Pa.m Pa.m µm µm
1 377 16 900 83 7.7 0.8 31 1.4
2 324 43 830 93 6.6 1.1 27 3.6
3 314 48 820 97 6.4 1.1 26 4.0
avg. 1-3a 339 36 850 91 6.9 1.0 28 3.0
4 528 41 1060 100 10.8 1.3 44 3.5
aAveraged of propagation events 1 through 3.
during propagation. For a larger needle diameter we would expect the crack tip to
propagate further ahead of the needle and for a smaller diameter we would expect
to see the CTOD increase significantly before propagation begins. However, further
investigation of needle size effects are recommended for future studies.
Although propagation event #4 is a renucleation event, the plot in Fig. 2.7 shows
the crack advancing for almost 100 µm prior to the actual crack propagation event.
In this plot, crack advance, ∆a, is measured accounting for crack meandering. Even
when the crack arrests and renucleates, there are still small changes in the crack ori-
entation that result in an increase in the measured crack advance. The inset in Fig.
2.7 shows that during an active propagation event there is little difference between
measurements of crack advance when assuming crack meandering (circles) com-
pared to assuming the crack follows a straight path (triangles). While considering
meandering does not affect the mean fracture energy (Gc) during propagation, it
does give us a more complete picture of the fracture event. In propagation event #4
when the crack arrests, the crack meandering assumption led to large differences in
the calculated crack length. However, since the energy release rate is proportional
to the surface area of the crack formed, an accurate measure of the crack advance
includes local changes in crack orientation and crack surface roughening. This is
an important part of understanding the mechanisms affecting fracture. Several re-
searchers have observed that for very slowly propagating cracks in brittle materials
there is significant surface roughening [2, 17, 18]. This effect seems to be particu-
larly pronounced in soft gels and can have an impact on measured fracture energy
since longer crack paths require more fracture energy. Since our experiments are at
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the sub-millimeter scale, it is possible that local variations in polymer composition
and water content are coming into play. Stiffer or less hydrated regions in the gel
may be producing an effective local increase in toughness resulting in the crack path
deviation. Locally high stresses may magnify these effects by mechanically forcing
water away from the high stress regions.
Variation in specimen thickness as the crack advances may play a role in the varia-
tions in fracture energy observed in different propagation events in the same speci-
men. If the gel becomes thicker or thinner as the crack advances, the new surface
area created by the crack propagation would be larger or smaller respectively. Since
creating a larger surface area would require more energy, the apparent toughness
may increase where the gel is thicker. However, after the crack arrests there is a
pronounced increase in fracture energy, indicating that it is likely that a local tough-
ening mechanism is at play. In order for the crack to renucleate, we do expect that
more fracture energy is needed.
Renucleation
After a propagating crack arrests, pressure in the fluid filled crack must increase
sufficiently before renucleation can occur. The pressure increases by pumping more
glycerol into the crack. We have observed several cases of renucleation in these
fracture experiments. In many cases, a crack will slow significantly and arrest
temporarily before continuing on a nearby path after opening more, indicating some
kind of toughening mechanism or local variation in toughness is likely at play.
Figure 2.7 shows that a larger CTOD and thus more energy is needed for one of
these renucleation events. If the previous crack path turned or deviated significantly
from the original crack, stresses can build up at one of the corners or turns resulting
in crack branching far away from the previously active crack tip. These events are
observed post-mortum after an experiment is completed since we have a single,
small frame of view at the previously active crack tip. Commonly, crack path
meandering will result in defects or weak spots on the crack surface. When the
crack arrests near one of these defects, large local deformations begin in the region
near the defect. One such event can be observed in Fig. 2.8 where this increase in
local deformation can be seen as a local decrease in speckle density beginning to
become apparent in image #50 until some critical limit at which a new crack opens
as indicated in image #60. Figure 2.9 shows the variation in mean gray intensity at
the renucleation site. The sharp change in slope of the gray intensity trend signifies
a transition from local large deformations to crack opening.
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Figure 2.9: Comparison of the gray scale intensity variation at the renucleation site
to an area with no renucleation where the regions used in this analysis are shown in
Fig. 2.8. Image #53 is taken as the transition between pre-renucleation local large
deformations and post-renucleation crack opening. The area with no renucleation
has approximately constant mean gray scale intensity.
Close examination of the images reveals that some gel ligaments remain intact
initially but break as the new crack opens further and propagates. The attached
ligaments indicate crack jumping which strongly suggests that strain hardening
effects are leading to local toughening. It is very challenging to measure CTOD
during these branching type renucleation events. If the crack renucleates in the
original path, we can measure an increase in CTOD prior to the renucleation event.
However, in a case where there is branching, the CTOD cannot be measured until
the crack fully renucleates. These renucleation events close to the initial crack tip
may be one of the mechanisms at play in the slow crack roughening observed by
earlier researchers [2, 17, 18].
In the experiments, the hydrostatic pressure is assumed to be constant throughout the
whole propagated crack’s length. Unlike more traditional tearing or opening type
fracture experiments, this geometry allows for renucleation to occur anywhere along
the crack path with sufficient stress concentration. Regardless of the renucleation
location, these events are indicative of local toughening at the crack tip. That is, the
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energy needed to resume propagation from the arrested crack tip is higher than that
needed to renucleate a crack elsewhere along the crack surface. High stresses can
cause local deswelling in hydrogels, significantly changing local material properties.
Deswelled gels have a much smaller volume and are significantly stiffer than in the
fully swelled state. It may be possible to detect local deswelling as a local increase
in mean gray intensity. A local decrease in volume also contributes to stress
concentrations in these regions, which impact crack growth. It has been suggested
in the literature that fracture surface roughening, especially in soft hydrogels, is
caused by local toughening mechanisms, which is supported by these experiments
and discussed further in the next section [17, 18].
Crack Shape
Although we were able to achieve very slow crack speeds, <50 µm/s, by injecting
glycerol into the crack at a very slow rate and by applying a compressive pre-load,
these speeds were not slow enough to be able to volumetrically capture the crack
shape evolution in 3D during a propagation event. We were, however, able to
observe geometric features of the fractured gels for initial and arrested cracks. In
these analyses, speckle density became critical. The speckles must be sufficiently
dense to make a good approximation of the crack shape but if the speckles are too
dense they will limit imaging depth. The particles can effectively cast shadows on
deeper imaging planes reducing the accuracy of crack shape analysis for deeper
layers. Figure 2.10 shows a representation of the initial crack shape for one of the
specimens where the parabolas fitted to the crack shape in each z-plane image are
shown as a surface plot within the speckles. In this case the speckle density caused
shadowing to limit our analysis to approximately half the specimen thickness, about
120 µm.
Some variation in crack tip location can be observed through the thickness. Ad-
ditionally, the opening displacement and thus the virtual energy release rate or the
stress intensity factor shows significant variation. To better understand this varia-
tion, Fig. 2.11 shows how the CTOD (δt) varies with depth. A linear best fit line
indicates a generally increasing CTOD from the cover slip toward the middle of
the gel. Immediately adjacent to the cover slip-gel interface the CTOD is typically
higher and then drops about 10 µm from the interface before increasing significantly.
In the region of the interface, significant noise is expected in the CTOD measure-
ments due to distortions resulting from the mismatch in optical properties between
the cover slip and the gel. However, a higher CTOD is expected at the gel surface
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Figure 2.10: 3D representation of an initial crack shape (yellow) and location prior
to crack propagation in a volumetric speckle image.
due to both surface pinning and gel-cover slip interfacial bonding effects. Due to the
confining compression and friction between the gel and cover slip, the crack does
not open as much as would otherwise be expected at the surface.
Where we have been able to measure crack shape deeper into the gel, the CTOD
appears to level out in the middle of the gel suggesting that the CTOD will decrease
again toward the second cover slip. This trend is in line with what we would expect
from traditional LEFM theory which suggests plane stress conditions near the gel
surfaces requiring less energy for propagation, and plane strain conditions in the
center of the gel requiring more energy for propagation. Although these specimens
are very thin, they are also confined, and hence, we expect plane strain assumptions
to apply for most of the interior of the specimen.
In addition to understanding how the CTOD varies through the specimen thickness
we also seek to understand how the crack tip location varies as a function of both the
depth and the CTOD. We determine the crack tip location as the vertex coordinates
of the parabola fitted to the crack shape, as we did in our 2D crack propagation
analysis. For the purposes of this analysis we are interested in the magnitude of
variation in crack tip location and we use the magnitude of the tip location vector
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Figure 2.11: Crack tip opening displacement variation through the specimen thick-
ness from the cover slip surface (z = 0 µm) to approximately the middle of the gel
(z = 120 µm).
as our measure of the crack tip location. Figure 2.12 shows an example plot
representing the relationship between a (tip location), δt (CTOD), and z (depth).
No clear trends beyond what has been described for CTOD varying with depth were
observed in this data. In general, the crack tip location showed significant variation
through the specimen thickness and even had relatively sharp, almost discontinuous
changes in location. These variations do not seem to correlate with the CTOD.
The changes in crack tip location through the thickness are, however, suggestive of
the observed fracture surface roughening in the literature[2, 17, 18]. In particular,
Baumberger et al. [17] observed development of crack front discontinuities for crack
speeds below a critical velocity. These studies also show chevron or cross-hatch
shaped patterns on the crack surface on the millimeter scale. Our experiments are on
the sub-millimeter scale which is comparable to the feature size observed in the liter-
ature, and hence we did not observe similar patterns on our crack surfaces. However,
further study of the evolution of crack shapes in 3D including postmortem imaging
of the fracture surface may reveal more about the development and formation of
these characteristic features.
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Figure 2.12: Plot showing how crack tip location (a) varies with CTOD (δ) and with
depth (z) represented by the black line. The blue line plots δ versus z, the green line
a versus z, and the red line δ versus a.
2.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we presented an experimental method to induce very slow crack
propagation in thin hydrogel specimens while using confocal microscopy to capture
fluorescent speckle images. 2D images are captured during crack propagation and
3D volumetric images are captured both before propagation begins and after the
crack arrests. We also presented a methodology to determine crack tip opening
displacement (CTOD) on the sub-millimeter scale and fracture energy from crack
geometry and specimen stiffness. Before propagation begins there is a build up
of fracture energy which corresponds to strain concentration in the vicinity of
the crack tip measured using Digital Image Correlation (DIC). This suggests that
knowing just the CTOD, we can measure fracture toughness in soft brittle materials
during crack propagation. We also observe crack arrest and renucleation events
which suggest local toughening. This points to a possible mechanism for the
fracture surface roughening observed for slow cracks in the literature. In addition
to these 2D analyses, we analyzed 3D crack shapes to better understand through
thickness variations. We found that fracture energy seems to be higher at the edges
and in the middle of specimens which is consistent with Linear Elastic Fracture
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Mechanics (LEFM) theory and the assumption of plane strain conditions in the
confined specimen.
Analysis of the existing data accounting for the gel’s strain sensitivity through a Neo-
Hookean material model may provide more insights into the fracture mechanics of
these soft gels. Fracture tests using more traditional geometries such as peeling
test could also be conducted and compared to the method developed and presented
in this chapter. Additionally, further experiments either at higher resolution or
under higher magnification and with smaller fluorescent microspheres as the speckle
pattern are recommended to better understand the crack renucleation mechanisms
observed in this work. These experiments will also allow for closer examination
of the fracture surface and contribute to a better understanding of the crack surface
roughening observed both in this work and in previous experiments. Further, the
experimental and analysis methods developed here can be applied to study damage
development and mechanisms in heterogeneous and toughened gels. Elastic and
toughness contrasts can be used to improve our understanding of the mechanics of
such toughening mechanisms, leading to developments in soft structural materials
for biological and other applications.
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Computational Details
The Digital Image Correlation (DIC) analyses in this chapter were obtained using
the following Matlab packages:
FIDIC (Fast Iterative DIC): https://github.com/FranckLab/FIDIC.
Ncorr v1.2: http://www.ncorr.com/index.php/downloads.
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C h a p t e r 3
CONFOCAL MICROSCOPY AND DIGITAL VOLUME
CORRELATION METHODS FOR INTERGRANULAR FORCE
TRANSMISSION EXPERIMENTS
This Chapter is adapted from:
K. A. Mac Donald and G. Ravichandran. “Confocal microscopy and digital vol-
ume correlation methods for intergranular force transmission experiments”.
Experimental Techniques, 2018. doi: 10.1007/s40799- 018-0292-8.
Abstract
In this work we develop an experimental method to study interparticle force trans-
mission in 3D. An initial 2D study of volumetric data for commercially available
polyethylene fluorescent microspheres shows that three-dimensional effects play a
significant role in deformation of real granular assemblies. This highlights the need
for more experimental work to validate existing numerical models and motivate
further development of theory and models describing real 3D granular media. A
full 3D analysis method is described where volumetric images are captured via con-
focal microscopy and the displacement fields for each particle are determined using
digital volume correlation (DVC). This data is then used to determine the average
strain in each particle as well as the assembly’s fabric (geometric descriptors of
particles and contacts) which are in turn used for the Granular Element Method
(GEM) to determine interparticle forces. Additionally, we perform a DVC analysis
for an in-house produced polyacrylamide copolymer grain with a volumetric fluo-
rescent speckle pattern. This demonstrates that with sufficiently small particles, it
is possible to use our imaging and analysis methodology to determine intergranular
force transmission in 3D experiments.
Keywords: confocal microscopy, Digital Volume Correlation (DVC), granular me-
chanics, intergranular forces, polyacrylamide
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3.1 Introduction
Granular materials are important in daily life. From embankments and levees to
tunnels and foundations, earthworks of granular media support much of our vital
infrastructure. Failure of these structures is critically tied to the mechanics of grain
interactions. Similarly, hoppers used in industrial applications such as for processing
grain crops or pharmaceuticals also rely on granular mechanics. Here, however,
good flow is required to prevent jamming. In all of these cases, the interest is in
flow which occurs when shear bands form in a granular assembly. Many previous
studies have shown the importance of force chain formation and reconfiguration
in predicting shear bands and failure [1–3]. Macroscopic loads are carried by the
microscopic grain structure via these force chains. When the load increases beyond
a critical limit, force chains break, allowing flow in the shear band [4, 5].
Numerical models have improved greatly as computing power has increased but
there is still a need for experimental data to support and validate these multi-scale
models [6]. Technological progress has also driven development of experiments
in granular kinematics. Improved X-ray computed tomography (XRCT) and 3D
X-ray Diffraction (3DXRD) imaging capabilities have allowed for measurement
of three-dimensional particle motions and average elastic strains via Digital Vol-
ume Correlation (DVC) which have been linked to intergranular forces through the
physics-based Granular Element Method (GEM) [7, 8] . This marks a significant
improvement from previous methods of photoelasticity which suffer from limited
applicability and infinite inverse solutions [9–11]. These experiments have also
demonstrated that further investigation of three-dimensional effects may improve
our understanding of the mechanics of granular materials and shear band formation
[12, 13]. However, they are inherently costly both in time and resources.
DVC is a particularly powerful tool in measuring and understanding 3D kinematics
provided there is an appropriate correlation pattern that can be volumetrically im-
aged. Inherent textures such as the defined grain structures of bone and some metals
under diffraction type imaging are highly useful [14, 15]. When such a texture is not
inherently detectable, internal patterning appropriate to the imaging method must
be applied. For example, fluorescent speckles have been used effectively for DVC
analysis of a variety of soft materials [16–18]. Many applications of this patterning
method involve the biomechanics of cell-matrix interaction and cell communication
[19–21]. When these fluorescent speckles are embedded in an optically transparent
matrix, volumetric images can be constructed from a sequence of slices taken from
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3D space using laser scanning confocal microscopy (LSCM). A series of pinholes
and focusing lenses allow confocal microscopes to capture reflected or transmitted
light from discrete points in 3D space. This means that individual voxels are cap-
tured with minimal noise from out-of-plane reflections and adjacent voxels [22, 23].
Although this type of raster scanning is relatively slow (on the order of 1 second for
a 512×512 2D image), spinning disk and swept-field type systems significantly in-
crease imaging speeds by capturing multiple voxels at the same time (30 fps possible
depending on pinhole configuration and camera).
The objective of this study is to show that confocal microscopy combined with
digital volume correlation (DVC) and the granular elementmethod (GEM) is a viable
alternative to other more costly imaging methods for measuring 3D intergranular
force transmission. To this end, we develop an experimental setup and an analysis
methodology for such studies which is described in the following sections. First,
the model granular materials are described, followed by descriptions of the imaging
and experimental apparatus. Then the analysis methods and results are discussed,
consisting of an effective 2D analysis of volumetric data and a fully 3D volumetric
analysis. Finally, we discuss applicability of this methodology to problems in
granular mechanics.
3.2 Materials and Methods
Specimens
The specimens in this study are model granular packings of fluorescent micro-
spheres. Granular assembles labeled Granular 1, 2, and 3 consist of 180-212 µm
diameter fluorescent red polyethylene microspheres. Granular 4 consists of similar
microspheres with a smaller diameter of 53-63 µm (300-550 nm excitation, 605 nm
peak emission, Cospheric). These grains are highly spherical and are on the scale
of fine sand and coarse silt, respectively. We expect some cohesion effects between
the 53-63 µm particles. Fluorescent marking consists of much smaller fluorescent
microspheres within the particle resulting in a random speckle pattern which was
detectable on the particle surfaces. Granular 1 and 2 are imaged dry while Granular
3 and 4 are immersed in an index matched immersion fluid (na = 1.518 immersion
oil, Carl Zeiss Immersol™) of similar optical properties as the spheres themselves.
The same immersion oil is also used for the oil immersion objective when imaging
Granular 4.
Additionally, some larger, optically transparent and fluorescently marked hydrogel
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particles are produced in-house using inverse suspension polymerization techniques
based on manufacturing processes described in the literature [24–28]. An organic
phase reaction column consisting of 80 ml chlorobenzene (MilliporeSigma) and
20 ml xylene (mixed, 97+% purity, Alpha-Aesar®) in a glass-graduated cylinder
is prepared in a hot water bath on a heated stirrer. While stirring at 400 rpm,
the column is gradually heated to 45°C and 1.00 ml Span® 80 (TCI America) is
added as a surfactant to aid in the formation of droplets. A monomer solution
consisting of 1.316 ml ACRYL/BIS™19:1 40% solution (AMRESCO®), 3.384 ml
deionized water, 0.050 ml ammonium persulfate (APS, AMRESCO®) as a source
of free radicals, and 0.25 ml fluorescent microsphere solution is also prepared and
chilled in an ice bath to prevent polymerization. The fluorescent microspheres
are in a 2% solids aqueous solution of 2.0 µm carboxylate modified polystyrene
FluoSpheres® (red, 580nm peak excitation, 605 nm peak emission, Molecular
Probes™). Once polymerized, the gel pore size is sufficiently smaller than the
microspheres so they remain fixed within the gel spheres. Just before filling a 1 ml
capacity syringe with some of the monomer solution, 0.167 ml tetramethylethylene-
diamine (TEMED, Alfa-Aesar®) is added to the solution and mixed well. A 20g
luer stub (blunt needle) attached to the end of the syringe is used to drip the chilled
monomer into the heated reaction column. The luer stub aids in producing consis-
tent and small droplets and the stirring in the column prevents droplet coalescence.
Particles polymerized quickly due to the relatively large amount of catalyst used and
the heat. After one hour the heat is turned off and the column is allowed to cool
while stirring continues for another hour. Once completely cooled, the particles are
removed from the reaction column and allowed to swell in deionized water for at
least 24 hours before imaging. The Suspension Polymerization Particles (SPP 1) are
imaged in a bath of deionized water (na = 1.33) to prevent de-swelling. The water
also serves as an imaging medium of similar optical properties as the fully swelled
polyacrylamide which is mostly water and thus has a similar index of refraction as
water.
Imaging
All experiments are carried out on a Zeiss inverted laser scanning confocal micro-
scope (LSM 800) with Zen Blue System software for image stack capture. Reflected
light from diode laser excitation is used to capture images via up to three photo-
multiplier tubes (PMTs), allowing for capture of multi-channel images, if desired.
Different objectives, lasers, and pinhole sizes are used to optimize imaging for each
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Table 3.1: Microscope imaging configuration
Objective Laser
Type Power NA* γ† Intensity Pinhole AU§ Gain
× (nm) (%) (µm) (V)
Gr 1 PlNeofl 10 0.30 561 0.05 42 1.02 650
Gr 2 Pl Apo 20 0.80 561 0.01 18 0.58 650
Gr 3 Pl Apo 20 0.80 561 0.01 18 0.58 600
Gr 4 Pl Apo 40** 1.4 561 0.05 18 0.51 600
SPP 1 Pl Neofl 10 0.30 561 0.75 40 0.99 650
*Numerical Aperture †Wavelength (nm) §Airy Units **Oil immersion objective
specimen as indicated in Table 3.1. The pinhole size is selected to optimize the
signal to noise ratio. Ideally, the pinhole is the same size as the Airy disc for a
given configuration. However, with a strong enough signal, a smaller pinhole can
further improve image sharpness. In this study the fluorescent signal was generally
very strong, allowing for this improved sharpness in many images. Adjustments to
the laser intensity and master gain are used to regulate the number of overexposed
voxels throughout image stacks for each test.
Prior to DVC analysis, images of Granular 1 and 2 are deconvolved using Huygens
Professional (Scientific Volume Imaging) software to remove standard hardware
related spurious image data. Point Spread Functions (PSF) for the deconvolution are
determined frommicroscope and objective data to automatically remove background
noise, bleaching effects, and spherical aberrations. Images of Granular 3 and 4 are
not deconvolved as the immersion oil between particles improves image quality and
clarity significantly. Similarly, images of SPP 1 are also not deconvolved since the
water bath also greatly improves the quality and clarity of images.
Experimental Design
A uniaxial compression device mounted to a standard microscope stage insert,
shown in Fig. 3.1, is used to apply load via micrometer to the specimen during
imaging. The load is applied as incremental displacement steps of 0.010 mm to
0.020 mm with holds for imaging between each loading step.
Specimens are mounted in the loading device using a 13 mm inner diameter PLA
ring bonded with super glue to a 25 mm diameter glass cover slip which also serves
as a confinement device during compressive loading. Depending on the number of
voxels in an image, holds for imaging typically lasted six to thirty minutes. The
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Table 3.2: Image and voxel dimensions
Image Size (voxels) Image Size (µm) Voxel Size (µm)
X Y Z X Y Z X Y Z
Gr 1 512 512 109 1277.8 1277.8 703.8 2.50 2.50 6.46
Gr 2 512 512 652 638.9 638.9 424.3 1.25 1.25 0.65
Gr 3 512 512 550 638.9 638.9 356.9 1.25 1.25 0.65
Gr 4 512 512 485 319.5 319.5 150.4 0.62 0.62 0.31
Gr 4* 350 370 200 218.4 230.9 61.8 0.62 0.62 0.31
SPP 1 1024 1024 471 1277.8 1277.8 589.0 1.25 1.25 1.25
SPP 1* 750 750 421 935.9 935.9 526.5 1.25 1.25 1.25
*cropped
image and voxel dimensions used for each specimen are summarized in Table 3.2.
In all images, the voxel height (z) to width (x and y) ratio falls between 0.5 and 2.6 to
achieve an appropriate z-direction resolution for each specimen. Optimal voxel size
can be determined using the Nyquist criterion, which requires a sampling interval of
at least twice the resolution of the smallest feature imaged. Practically, this means
that the speckles should be larger than a single voxel, ideally at least two voxels in
diameter. Resolution is also limited by both the mechanics of the microscope stage
and by computation times for the volume correlation.
3.3 Analysis, Results, and Discussion
Initial analysis of Granular 1 shows the potential for applying digital volume cor-
relation (DVC) and the Granular Element Method (GEM) to confocal microscope
images of the model granular material. Fig. 3.2 shows one representative slice
of a volumetric image. The speckled fluorescent marking on the surface of each
sphere is clearly visible even at the relatively low 10×magnification used to capture
these images. The gray intensity distribution for this image slice is also shown.
Since the grains are discrete, there are a large number of background pixels in the
gaps between particles with very low gray values (darker colors) that form a tall but
narrow peak in the intensity distribution. A much smoother and wider Gaussian
peak represents the gray intensity distribution of the grains themselves. However,
there are a relatively large number of overexposed (fully white) voxels. Careful
adjustment of laser intensity and PMT gain are necessary to keep the number of
overexposed voxels relatively low. Good image correlation requires a wide spread
of gray intensities, which is demonstrated by these particles.
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Figure 3.2: Example of 2D speckle pattern of a slice in a 3D granular assembly
(Granular 1) with gray scale intensity distribution.
Further analysis of the suitability of these and higher magnification images for
DVC is achieved by applying synthetic displacement fields to a representative slice
or a 2D projection of 3D data of the volumetric images via the Matlab program
DIC_evaluator, developed by Estrada and Franck in 2012 [29]. Comparison of the
DIC results with the known synthetic displacement fields allows for determination
of the suitability of the speckle pattern. For details on this analysis see the Appendix.
Results show that the surface speckle on these fluorescent particles is appropriate
for DIC analysis. However, since these images are of discrete particles not of a
continuous material, care must be taken to reduce the influence of neighboring
particles on displacement results. This is achieved by partitioning images into
single particles and then reconstructing the final displacement field from the results
for each particle. It should also be noted that the nature of determining deformation
gradients using neighboring pixels significantly increases the error and noise in
calculated strains, which was observed in the evaluator’s strain results.
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Images of Granular 2 are taken at a higher magnification (20×) to achieve better
definition of the particle surface speckle pattern. Fig. 3.3(a) shows orthographic
projections of the volumetric image of this specimen. Due to an index of refraction
mismatch between the air and grains combined with poor optical transparency of
the grain, imaging is limited to the surface of one side of the particles. To better
understand the 3D data, each slice of the volumetric image is added together, forming
an effective 2D projection of the intensity data referred to as a z-stack sum and shown
in Fig. 3.3(b). This image shows a clear, well defined surface speckle pattern that
can be tracked between successive images. Analysis of this 2D projection as well
as the 3D volumetric data is considered in the following.
The particles produced using suspension polymerization showed significantly better
optical transparency and had an index of refraction extremely close to that of the
water surrounding them during the experiment. This allowed for imaging of the
fluorescent speckle pattern through the volume of the particles, as can be seen in
the orthographic projections and 3D projection shown in Fig. 3.4. Due to the
relatively large size of these grains, the number of particles within an image as well
as the depth of view was limited. For this reason, specimen SPP 1 includes only
two particles and does not capture the entire z-direction. 3D volumetric analysis of
these images is still, however, highly valuable.
2D Analysis
A preliminary analysis of 2D projections (z-stack sums) like the one shown in Fig.
3.3(b) is used to understand the in-plane motion of the grains and investigate the
validity of 2D experiments in predicting the behavior of 3D granular packings.
DIC is performed on the 2D projection image pairs to determine the in-plane dis-
placements of the individual grains. The DIC code used in this study was developed
by Bar-Kochba et al. [30] and uses a fast iterative algorithm equivalent to that used
in the DVC counterpart of this code. The resulting correlation coefficients for image
pairs are low, indicating that good correlation is achieved. Although minimization
of the correlation coefficient is desired, a zero value, which indicates perfect cor-
relation, is actually a sign of an error. The zero values correspond well with gaps
between particles where we expected poor correlation based on the DIC_evaluator
assessments.
The in-plane displacement results are shown in Fig. 3.5 where points with zero
valued correlation coefficients are removed. Examination of the displacement vec-
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Figure 3.5: 2D DIC displacement results for granular assembly Granular 2 sum
image with zero correlation points removed. DIC analysis was performed on the
z-stack sum images from the 3D images.
tors show that grain in-plane translations and rotations are captured well. There are
suggestions of out-of-plane rotations observed between successive images seen in
displacement magnitude variations across grains. This is significantly different than
what would be observed in a 2D granular experiment where out-of-plane rotations
are inherently restricted by 2D representations of grains.
Strains in the grains are calculated as the displacement gradients across adjacent
points. For this 2D analysis, the grain averaged strains are determined by the
arithmetic area mean of the strains at each point lying within or on the boundary
of each grain. Due to the relatively high stiffness of the polyethylene fluorescent
microspheres (E ∼ 0.1 – 1 GPa) we expect very small grain strains. The applied
load, and thus the grain strain, is limited by the strength of the glass cover slip
through which images are taken. The grain strains measured in our study are on
the order of 0.1% strain. Previous studies using GEM had grain strains an order of
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magnitude higher than those observed in this study [9].
The Granular Element Method (GEM) uses principles of the Discrete Element
Method (DEM)with additional governing equations describing interparticle friction
to inversely determine forces between particles at contact points without dependence
on a contact law. The inputs for this method are grain averaged strains and fabric.
These quantities are used to determine the outputs, interparticle forces. Here, fabric
refers to a geometric description of the granular packing. Specifically, contact point
locations, master and slave designations, grain volumes (areas in 2D), grain centroid
locations, and contact normal and tangential vectors are required. Particles which
are only partially imaged at the edges of the field of view are defined as boundary
particles for the analysis. The forces exerted by the interior particles onto these
boundaries are determined. Fig. 3.6 shows the GEM results for a representative
pair of 2D image projections.
Since loading was applied vertically in the z-direction and there is no confinement
or bounding walls, one does not anticipate in-plane (x-y) force chains to be present
in this experiment. Since there was no way to validate the force magnitudes or
determine the z-direction (loading direction) forces, the bars showin in Fig. 3.6 rep-
resent the relative magnitudes of the interparticle forces. It is clear that intergranular
mechanisms in a 3D granular packing such as grain rotation and sliding (see Fig.
3.5) cannot be appropriately captured by 2D experiments, images, or analyses.
3D Analysis
Following initial exploration of the volumetric data via 2D projections, a fully 3D
analysis is performed. The granular images are limited to speckles near the surface
and on one side of the particle. As a proof of concept, these images were used to
develop the following methodology.
To reduce correlation errors resulting from the discrete motion of each particle,
the volumetric images are partitioned into individual grains using a Fiji macro
[31]. For each particle, approximate x-y centroid locations are defined and images
are cropped to a cylinder with diameter a bit larger than the maximum expected
particle size. A series of blurring, thresholding, and watershedding steps allow
for particle identification and further cropping based on the actual particle’s image
size. DVC analysis is performed on image pairs for each identified particle. Final
results are shown as a sum of the results from each individual particle after some
post-processing to remove spurious correlations. This process is described by the
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Figure 3.6: Granular ElementMethod (GEM) analysis results for interparticle forces
based on the DIC analysis of the 2D image obtained from the z-stack sums. The
direction of the solid lines in the image provides the orientation of the interparticle
forces and their size (length and thickness) scales with the relative magnitude of the
force.
schematic shown in Fig. 3.7. As in the 2D analysis, post-processing of the DVC
outputs includes removing displacement results for which the correlation coefficient
is exactly zero. This effectively removes background errors or spurious correlations
due to a lack of speckle pattern in the intergranular space and is applied prior
to summing the results from individual particles to form the 3D assembled image.
Additionally, particles for which the correlation coefficients are NaN (not a number),
indicating no correlation, are removed. A case of no or poor correlation results when
there is not enough similarity between subsets of subsequent images. Partially
imaged particles are again used as boundaries for the analysis.
Fig. 3.8(a) shows the 3D displacement results for Granular 2 where a corner section
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Figure 3.7: Schematic showing how the volumetric image is partitioned into indi-
vidual grains and then DVC is performed on each individually. Then the individual
grains are combined into a complete 3D image of the displacements in the granular
assembly.
has been removed from the image to provide an interior view of the displacement
fields. These results show no correlation for some of the particles in the images.
Examination of the raw image data shows possible moisture accumulation and
adhesion between some of the particles and the glass cover slip that affected image
accuracy. This appears as raised disks on the surface of particles as seen in the first
schematic image in Fig. 3.7 or as dark rings in Fig. 3.3(b), and is a result of refractive
index mismatch between the air (imaging medium, na = 1) and water (accumulated
moisture, na = 1.33). Some partial grain images also had no correlation because
too much of the grain moved out of frame between loading steps.
In the 3D case, determining particle averaged strains cannot be accomplished by a
simple arithmetic volume mean because the interior displacements, and thus strains,
are not known. However, since we do know the displacements on the surface of the
particles, we can apply the Divergence Theorem as shown in Eq. (3.1).
<  >=
1
V
∫
Ω
sym(∇u)dV
=
1
V
∫
∂Ω
sym(u ⊗ n)dS, (3.1)
where u is the displacement vector, n is the outward surface normal, and Ω is the
volume of the object (grain). Here we have discrete data so we approximate the
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Figure 3.8: (a) 3D displacement results based on the DVC analysis for the granular
assembly Granular 2 with zero correlation and no-correlation points removed. A
corner section has been removed from the image to provide an interior view of the
displacement fields. (b) Representation of the 3D GEM results for the intergranular
forces where the solid lines represent relative force magnitudes and orientations,
and the stars represent particle centroids.
integral as a sum over the a boundary points as in Eq. (3.2).
<  >≈ 1
V
n∑
a=1
sym(ua ⊗ n˜a) (3.2)
where n˜a =
1
d
∑
e
naeAe
and e represents the boundary elements connected to each a boundary point, Ae
is the area of each boundary surface element, and d is the spatial dimension (in
this case, d = 3). The boundary nodes are determined as the first and last non-
zero valued correlation coefficient points. A tetragonal mesh is created using these
boundary points as the nodes for a Delaunay triangulation and the grain surfaces are
represented by the mesh free boundary. Further, since only one side of the particles
can be imaged, we assume that the average strain in one half of a particle is equal
to the average strain in the half of the particle we cannot image. This assumption
is only valid for crystalline arrays of particles but quickly breaks down for more
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random particle arrangements. Since the particles in this experiment are similar in
size, we expect their arrangement is close of crystalline.
The 3D granular packing’s fabric is determined as follows. Grain centroids are taken
to be located at the arithmetic mean of the identified boundary node locations. Grain
volumes are determined assuming spherical grains where the radius is calculated
as the arithmetic mean of the distance between each boundary node and the grain
centroid. Contact point locations are determined by finding the mean location of the
nodes with the shortest distance between grains and contact normals are determined
as the mean of the surface normals for the corresponding master and slave particles
at the contact point location. Knowing the contact normal, a tangent vector can be
determined easily using the dot product.
The GEM results for Granular 2 using the above described inputs are shown in Fig.
3.8(b). In this 3D case, significant out-of-plane force components are observed
between particles, as expected based on the loading methodology. It is important
to note that these are the relative force magnitudes. Due to imaging limitations,
only the suggestions of force chains can be observed. Relative interparticle force
magnitudes do not appear to agree with those found in the effective 2D study because
the out-of-plane component cannot be captured in 2D (see Fig. 3.6).
The analysismethodology described above is also applied to other samples: Granular
3 and a cropped portion of Granular 4. Use of an immersion fluid between the
particles eliminates imaging errors due to moisture at grain-cover slip contact points
and also allows for clearer, higher quality images. Use of an oil immersion objective
for Granular 4 further improves image clarity and quality. However, images are still
limited to the surface of one side of the grains and DVC and GEM results are similar
to those found for Granular 2. These fluorescent grains do not show sufficient optical
transparency to effectively take full volumetric images of individual particles.
The in-house produced suspension polymerization particles do allow for imaging
throughout the grain volume when the particles are fully swelled in deionized water.
Due to the larger size of the particles produced, only two particles are visible in the
SPP 1 images so GEManalysis cannot be performed for these grains. However, DVC
analysis is performed on each particle and shows great promise for using similar
but smaller grains for a more in-depth study of intergranular force transmission in
3D. Fig. 3.9(a) shows strong variation in the displacement magnitude through the
particle which is also captured in the strains. The average strain magnitude for the
SPP 1 particle shown in Fig. 3.9(b) is about 1.5% strain, which is on the order of that
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which is expected for the applied displacement. The strain magnitude is calculated
as the Frobenius norm of the strain tensor at each point. Additionally, the measured
strain is on the order of the strains reported in previous studies [9]. The swelled
polyacrylamide copolymer particles are very compliant, allowing for large, easy to
measure displacements and strains appropriate for GEM analyses.
3.4 Conclusions
In this study we explored the potential to use confocal microscopy with digital
volume correlation and the granular element method as a viable alternative to
more costly and time consuming imaging methods for measuring interparticle force
transmission in 3D. Through an effective 2D analysis of volumetric data we were
able to show that three-dimensional effects play a key role in the deformation of
real 3D granular packings. These 3D motions cannot be effectively captured or
measured via 2D methods. Fully volumetric analysis proved challenging due to
constraints in optical transparency of some of the granular specimens used in this
study. A complete 3D analysis method using grain surface data was completed
and showed significant out-of-plane force components between grains, as expected.
Additionally, a 3DDVC analysis through the volume of a pair of grains demonstrates
thatwith sufficiently small polyacrylamide copolymer particles it is possible to obtain
volumetric data of fluorescent markings within the grains via confocal microscopy
which can be used for GEM analysis to determine intergranular forces if the particles
mechanical properties are known.
For a the bulk hydrogel used in this study, the Young’s modulus was 78 kPa and
Poisson’s ratio was assumed to be 0.5 (incompressible). However, the properties
of the gel when cast as O(10µm) microspheres are not known. Single particle
compression tests can be used to verify the gel’s mechanical properties and validate
the assumption of incompressibility. Knowing thematerial model for the gel spheres
opens up numerous avenues for future work. Many experiments can be used to
understand the mechanics of failure in granular materials. In this paper we used
a simple compression testing setup but the imaging and analysis methods are also
applicable to other loading configurations such as shear. Other types of confined
and unconfined compression experiments may be used as well as indentation and
shear experiments, provided there is a sufficient window for optical imaging and the
apparatus can be modified for use in a confocal microscope. Non-spherical particles
can also be manufactured by crushing a dehydrated bulk gel and then allowing the
resulting particles to swell in water. This would allow us to extend these experiments
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to non-ideal or more realistic grain geometries.
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Appendix
DIC_evaluator Analysis
To determine the suitability of a speckle pattern for use as a digital image or volume
correlation (DIC or DVC) pattern we use the Matlab program DIC_evaluator. The
program applies synthetic displacement fields to an image and then measures the
detectable deformations between the original and synthetically deformed images
using DIC. It assumes that the material deforms linearly with a Poisson’s Ratio of
0.5. Synthetic deformations corresponding to translation, uniaxial tension, pure
shear, and point force loading can be applied and the DIC results compared with
the known field. Fig. 3.10(a) shows a screen shot of the results for uniaxial tension
applied to an example speckle pattern provided with the DIC_evaluator program.
We applied 2% strain in the x-direction to the 512 pixel wide image which should
result in a maximum x-direction deformation of about ten pixels on the right side of
the image, which is approximately what we see in the center plot. In the y-direction
we expect zero deformation at the bottom surface and five pixels deformation at the
top surface of the image. Although the color bar scale indicates that there is some
local error and noise, the right most plot indicates that the measured results are very
close to what was applied.
Fig. 3.10(b) shows the DIC_evaluator results for a 2D projection referred to as a
z-stack sum from specimen Granular 2. The general trends of the results are similar
to those for the example image, indicating that the speckle pattern of these grains
is appropriate to capture deformations via image correlation techniques with the 64
pixel subset size and 16 pixel subset spacing used here. There are some significant
errors in the measured displacement fields such as in the bottom right corner of
the center and right most plots in this row. These errors correspond to areas of the
image where the speckle pattern is not appropriate for correlation, such as areas
around grains that do not have any speckles or areas where the speckle density is too
high and cannot correlate well. While these results suggest that the speckle pattern
is usable, we also evaluate a cropped portion of the image centered around a single
particle. These results are shown in Fig. 3.10(c) and support our determination that
the speckle pattern is appropriate for image correlation.
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Figure 3.10: Screen shots of the DIC_evaluator results after applying a synthetic
displacement field to each image for (a) an example speckle pattern provided with
the DIC_evaluator Matlab code, (b) a 2D projection of 3D data for a volumetric
image of commercially available particles from specimen Granular 2, and (c) a
cropped portion of the image used in (b) centered around a single particle.
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C h a p t e r 4
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
The goal of this dissertation is to advance the field of mechanics of materials by
improving understanding of deformation and damage processes. Three-dimensional
(3D) experimental and quantitative visualization techniques including confocal mi-
croscopy, digital image, and digital volume correlation (DIC, DVC) are used to
characterize full field displacements. Fracture and granular mechanics experiments
give a broad range of applications for these methods where the inherent disconti-
nuities in each of these problems becomes a key factor in the analysis. A range of
mechanical quantities from geometry and contact points to material properties and
fracture energy are measured through optical imaging. Each study demonstrates
these experimental capabilities while improving understanding of deformation and
damage processes in materials.
Fluid pressure was used to achieve slow, stable crack propagation in a soft brittle
hydrogel. The gel served as a model material for brittle crack propagation while
also serving as a material of interest for studying renucleation events. Analysis
of fracture energy measured from crack geometry in a 2D internal plane showed
constant energy during the propagation event and higher energy needed to renucleate
a crack after arrest. Study of renucleation events and 3D crack geometry indicate that
toughening mechanisms are a contributing factor in slow crack surface roughening.
An experimental method was also developed to study intergranular force trans-
mission in 3D using simple optical techniques. The method was developed and
demonstrated using commercially available microspheres with a fluorescent surface
speckle pattern for image correlation. However, the optical properties of these
particles were not appropriate for 3D imaging in a confocal microscope. An in-
verse suspension polymerization method was developed to in-house manufacture
customized volumetrically speckled spheres for confocal microscopy imaging and
DVC capabilities for these spheres were demonstrated.
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4.1 Future Work
The results of the studies presented in this dissertation suggest several new research
directions. In the following, a few of these are described.
Mechanics of slow crack roughening
Chapter 2 demonstrated that renucleation events in a networked hydrogel can result
in roughening of the crack surface similar to what has been observed by other
researchers for slow crack propagation [1–3]. This work also suggests that local
toughening leads to the crack arrest and renucleation. Several factors come into
play at and near the crack tip. First, there is a large stress concentration immediately
ahead of the crack tip. Under high stresses, pore water pressure in the hydrogel
increases which, over time, causes water to diffuse out of the gel, and thus is
expected to cause water to diffuse away from the region ahead of the crack tip. With
lower water content, the gel shrinks and becomes more stiff. Second, there are large
deformations causing stretching of the gel network immediately at the crack tip.
This stretching opens the gel pores allowing more water to diffuse into that area
of the gel further contributing to the increased stresses on the gel network [4–6].
Finally, due to the free-radical polymerization, there may be local variations in the
crosslink ratio creating flaws (extra large pores) and both stiffness and toughness
variations.
Several new experiments are needed to characterize each of these effects and describe
the gel behavior both in theory and in models. The effects of mechanically induced
diffusion in the region of the crack tip could be explored by tracking the flow of
fluorescent nanoparticles or dyes through the gel network while under load using the
experimental configuration described in this dissertation. Care will need to be taken
to select a tracking particle sufficiently small to move through the gel’s pores and that
will not significantly impact the swelling ratio of the gel. The pore radius of the gel
used in this work can be estimated as O(0.01 − 0.1µm) based on recommendations
for molecular size ranges for electrophoresis and data in the literature [7]. Gels
with larger pore sizes can be manufactured by decreasing the crosslinker ratio or
by decreasing the monomer concentration. Separate experiments with high internal
stresses and high surface strains in a bulk gel can help to determine the individual
effects of these mechanisms while a fracture experiment can show the net effects.
Local variations in gel properties and pore structure can be explored using atomic
forcemicroscopy (AFM) and scanning electronmicroscopy (SEM) technologies [8].
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Images of as cast gels as well as postmortem fracture surfaces can demonstrate how
the pore structure impacts crack propagation. It is hypothesized that renucleation
sites will be located at or very near to large pores in the gel.
3D analysis of fracture toughening
The experimental design presented in Chapter 2 can also be used to study the effects
of toughening mechanisms in 3D. Contrasts in elastic moduli can be introduced
by adjusting the gel’s crosslink ratio and casting the stiffer and more compliant
gels into a single specimen. Many geometries can be considered. A simple planar
interface can be achieved by casting a specimen either as two layers or in two halves
depending on the desired test geometry. Particle inclusions can also be considered
by manufacturing gel spheres as described in Chapter 3 and embedding them in a
stiffer or more compliant gel matrix. This will allow for exploration of how cracks
navigate inclusions and improve our understanding of the mechanisms that lead to
toughening in a 3D sense. Furthermore, this research can lead to improvements in
soft, toughened materials for biocompatible implants and devices.
Granular mechanics in 3D
The experimental methods and techniques described in Chapter 3 can be extended
to any loading configuration that can be designed on a microscope stage insert
and that can be imaged by the confocal microscope. This allows for 3D study
of many granular loading mechanisms for coarse silt to fine sand scale grains
(φ ≈ 30 − 250µm). Since shear failure is a critical and common failure mode in
granular structures, experiments that seek to better understand, describe, and model
this are of particular interest. Confined compression in a deformable sleeve is one
method to study shear and shear band formation in granular materials. However, this
experimental geometry posesmany challenges for imaging in a confocalmicroscope.
A plate shear experiment, with either a unidirectional plate or a rotating annular
plate geometry, would be more compatible with confocal microscopy imaging.
Additionally, these geometries would enable better control of the shearing rate,
allowing for detailed analysis of force chain reconfiguration.
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